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Abstract

2. System architecture
The Farspeech system is composed of four independent components, namely: the web application, the QATS ASR server, the
Farasa NLP toolkit application server, and the dialect identification system. The complete system workflow diagram is shown
in Figure 1. It performs the following steps:
• Capture input from a user’s microphone through the interface.
• Spawn a worker that sends raw audio to the QATS ASR
server.
• Get transcribed output from QATS and send it to Farasa web
server.
• Retrieve Farasa results and display segmentation, POS tags,
recognized named entities, and diacritized text.
• Send audio to dialect identification systems.
• Display output on Farspeech.
Since this is a live speech system, steps 1-6 are continually repeated as more audio input is received from the user. The data
stream is continuously sent to the ASR server, and the incremental output is fetched to the Farasa web API for further processing allowing the different components to operate independently of each other.

This paper presents FarSpeech, QCRI’s combined Arabic
speech recognition, natural language processing (NLP), and dialect identification pipeline. It features modern web technologies to capture live audio, transcribes Arabic audio, NLP processes the transcripts, and identifies the dialect of the speaker.
For transcription, we use QATS, which is a Kaldi-based ASR
system that uses Time Delay Neural Networks (TDNN). For
NLP, we use a SOTA Arabic NLP toolkit that employs various deep neural network and SVM based models. Finally,
our dialect identification system uses multi-modality from both
acoustic and linguistic input. FarSpeech1 presents different
screens to display the transcripts, text segmentation, part-ofspeech tags, recognized named entities, diacritized text, and the
identified dialect of the speech.
Index Terms: Speech Transcription, live speech recognition,
Natural Language Processing

1. Introduction
Downstream processing of transcribed speech can enable a variety of applications such as information extraction and machine translation. In this paper, we present the FasSpeech web
application, which couples QATS, our live Arabic Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) system[1], and Farasa, our natural language processing pipeline [2], to perform a variety of
NLP tasks on live speech. FarSpeech is designed to show more
than the plain text speech transcripts. Farspeech has five different screens. The first four screens show the output of different
Farasa NLP processors, namely; (1) Segmentation, which involves breaking words into its constituent prefix(es), stem, and
suffix(es) and is essential for a variety of applications such as
text retrieval and machine translation; (2) Part-of-Speech (POS)
tagging, where we color code POS tags such as nouns, verbs,
and adjectives using different colors; (3) Named-entity recognition (NER), which builds on segmentation and POS tagging to
identify named entities that include persons, organizations, and
locations; and (4) Text Diacritization, which involves the automatic recovery of short-vowels, a.k.a. diacritics, that are typically omitted in Arabic text, including in speech recognition
output. ASR complicates NLP processing, because ASR output may contain recognition errors and the recognized text may
contain a mix of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and dialects.
Farasa is optimized for MSA. The final screen shows Arabic
Dialect Identification (ADI) results, which attempts to label the
input speech as either MSA, Egyptian, Gulf, North African, or
Levantine. This is the first system that combines ASR, NLP and
dialectic identification in a live streaming setup.

2.1. The Web Application
The web application is comprised of a front-end and a backend. The front-end presents the users with an interface to initialize their microphone and to record their audio input with the
possibility of cancelling their session at any point. The front
end is primarily built with the Bootstrap2 framework. To handle
speech we used Wavesurfer3 and the Dictate4 javascript library
to enable microphone initialization and audio capture. Dictate
converts the audio from WAV to raw binary audio file, which
is then passed to the web application back-end that is built using the Tornado Web Server5 . The Tornado application spawns
workers which take care of each user’s session. A worker passes
the raw audio input to the ASR server and receives back the
transcript as an output. Once the transcribed output is received,
the data is sent to the Farasa web server through its web API,
which returns processed text, including segmentation, POS tags,
named entities, and diacritization. The raw audio together with
its text transcripts is also sent in parallel to the dialect identification system which in turns return the mostly likely region
from which the dialect originated. These steps are repeated for
each partial audio input that the application receives from the
user microphone input.
2 https://getbootstrap.com/
3 https://wavesurfer-js.org/
4 http://kaljurand.github.io/dictate.js/

1 http://farspeech.qcri.org/
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5 https://www.tornadoweb.org/
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Figure 1: FarSpeech System Overview

2.2. Speech transcription

competitive with the state of the art. In FarSpeech, we employ
the segmenter, POS tagger, NER, and diacritizer.

We use the QATS Speech-to-text transcription system that we
built as part of QCRI’s submission[3] to the 2016 Arabic MultiDialect Broadcast Media Recognition (MGB) Challenge[4].
The key features of the transcription system are as follows:
Acoustic Models: We experimented with various acoustic models; Time Delayed Neural Networks (TDNNs) [5], Long ShortTerm Memory Recurrent Neural Networks (LSTM) and Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) [6]. Though the performance of
the BiLSTM acoustic model in terms of Word Error Rate is better than the TDNN, TDNN has a much better real-time factor
while decoding. Therefore, we opted to use the TDNN acoustic
model. More model details are available in Khurana et al. [3].
Language Model: We built a Kneser Ney smoothed trigram
language model. The vocabulary size is restricted to the 100k
most frequent words to improve the decoding speed and in-turn
the real-time factor of the system. The choice of using a trigram model instead of a recurrent neural network model, as in
the QATS offline system, was essential for keeping the decoding
speed at a reasonable fast.

3. Conclusion
This paper presents FarSpeech, the QCRI system for live
speech, NLP processing, and dialect identification. Currently,
the system works very well for Arabic including frequent dialectal words. For future work, we aim to improve the system
in several ways including having a tighter integration between
ASR and NLP, and to extend its use to other applications such
language learning.
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